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Category:  Domain Man and Society - Education for Society: 
Didactic game ”European Family” (use of Romanian, English, 
Spanish, Italian costumes / clothing) 

Year Group:  
Small Group Prolong Program  
Educators: Vezelovici Gelia, Sabău Ștefana 

Learning Objective: 
•to recognize the Romanian flag, the English flag, the Spanish flag and the Italian flag 
•to get acquainted with the popular dress specific to Romania, England, Spain and Italy 
 •to stick the flag of each country, associating it with the appropriate folk costume 

Resources:  
• Methods and procedures: conversation, explanation, demonstration, exercise, problematization, exhibition 
•Teaching aids:  the wheel of the wise, tokens with the image of the flag of the four countries: Romania, Italy, England, Spain; 
tokens representing the popular dress of the four countries, glue, A3 cardboard 
• Forms of organization: in groups, in teams, individually, frontally 

Lesson Outline: 
Lesson Introduction:  In the group, the children will have a surprise: they will notice that the educator is dressed, for this activity, in 
the Romanian folk costume and will make a short presentation of it. The children will name the city, county and country in which 
they live and will name other European countries they know from documentaries, discussions with adults, older siblings or which 
they have visited during family vacations. 
Main Lesson: The teacher will present the Wheel to the smart ones. Images of Romanian, English, Italian and Spanish folk 
costumes will be placed on this wheel. Next to it I will place on a board with pictures with the flags of the four countries and I will 
present to them the title of the didactic game, "European Family" and its rules. 
Rules of the game: 
Variant 1-A child will turn the wheel and take the token with the popular dress at which the wheel stopped. He will place it on the 
board under the flag of the country to which the folk costume corresponds. 
Variant 2- On an A3 sheet, the children will make a collage by sticking the flag corresponding to each popular costume presented. 
The children work on a musical background - the Hymn of Friendship. 
Plenary: We will place the children's work in an exhibition where all the children in the kindergarten will have access and we will 
make assessments on the children's activity. 
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